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BioIT Solutions Ranked by Insights Success as One of the 50 Most Valuable Tech Companies
SILVER SPRING, MD – January 6, 2016 – BioIT Solutions, a provider of
enterprise systems built on the 1Platform4® Suite, today announced that
Insights Success magazine ranked BioIT Solutions as one of the 50 most
valuable tech companies in 2015. BioIT Solutions was selected because of
its novel application of Information Systems to solve their customers’
business and scientific problems.
BioIT’s president, Mike Fannon commented, “This award validates our distinctive approach to delivering
IT solutions based on our unique platform and a solid understanding of our customers’ science and
business processes. It also recognizes the rapid adoption we’ve experienced during 2015.”
BioIT’s 1Platform4 Suite enables its customers to quickly model their existing workflows in a manner
tuned to their specific technology and work practices. 1Platform4 deployments can span R&D, product
development, inventory management, manufacturing, compliance, and sales to enable smooth
integration of corporate functions.
To obviate the need for a different application for each function, BioIT developed the 1Platform4 Suite
to integrate multiple scientific and business processes in a logical, consistent and responsive work
environment. The 1Platform4 Suite supports most functions that a typical life sciences organization
uses. The novel software is delivered using a rapid deployment process that begins with an expert
review of customer processes and needs. Within a few weeks, customers begin productive work with a
basic version of a system, gaining experience and directing adaptations. This method is more effective,
flexible and less costly than traditional software development approaches.
Insights Success magazine highlights companies that deliver innovative business solutions and
provides information about products, services and the latest technology reviews. To view the on-line
version of the Insights Success magazine and the list of companies ranked in the top 50, go to
http://www.insightssuccess.com/magazine/is-tech-50-dec-special.
About BioIT Solutions
BioIT Solutions offers a range of services from enterprise systems built on our 1Platform4 Suite for
advanced computational, workflow, and data management systems for biological research, drug
development and diagnostics to IT strategy, architecture and management consulting. Company
founders have worked in the biotechnology sector for over 20 years in a variety of informationtechnology capacities, including senior positions as CIO, and directors of Bioinformatics, Quality
Systems and Clinical Systems. The breadth of our experience makes us an ideal partner for early-stage
companies, as well as those with legacy systems in need of modernization. For more information,
please visit www.bioit.com.

